
Linings
Schulte supplied OEM linings provide the best overall performance when used in Schulte slip
clutches.  A clutch lining’s performance is quantified by its longevity, consistency in slipping, and
corrosion resistance.

Schulte OEMs have physically tested many different materials, from many different suppliers to
determine the best performing liner for each clutch. To provide the correct overload protection
level, friction coefficients have been matched with each clutch, dimensional tolerances have been
specified to provide a proper fit, and additives are used to reduce corrosion and help prevent
clutch “seizure”.

Failure to use Schulte OEM slip clutch replacement linings can cause potential reductions or
increases in the torque setting of the slip clutch.  Incorrect torque settings can cause poor
cutting performance if the torque setting is too low or driveline component failure if the torque setting is too high.

Simply put, Schulte supplied OEM linings aid in the prevention of most driveline problems that are slip clutch related.

OEM...
There is a Difference

Schulte supplied OEM cross kits have been specifically designed to meet the extreme operating conditions of torque and speed required by
each drive shaft.  Failure to use the correct OEM cross kit could result in reduced longevity and strength, due to improper material,
processes or fit.

To help minimize downtime and repair costs, Schulte supplied OEM cross kits are the only recommendation for Schulte equipment.

Cross Kits
Schulte supplied OEM cross kits are designed and manufactured to provide trouble free
performance over their intended lifespan.  Cross kits are a vital part of any drive shaft and great
efforts are taken by the OEMs to define and control the materials, machining processes,
tolerances and hardening processes used in the manufacturing of their kits.
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Scan QR code with a smartphone 
to watch the Bondioli Clutch Maintenance Video

or visit schulte.ca under “videos”

Scan QR code with a smartphone 
to watch the Weasler Clutch Maintenance Video

or visit schulte.ca under “videos”
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